2019 Course Addendums

Codorus Blue
- Hole 3 The bathrooms are OB defined by concrete. Take one meter relief

Codorus Red
- Hole 7 Flag line on left is OB. Parking lot and beyond on right is OB. For throws that do not land on the island and have not landed in an out of bounds area play as a hazard. Throw from your lie with a one throw penalty.

Codorus Township Park
- Hole 8 Cart path is OB it plays as a river. Triangle island (hole 9) is OB. Ball field is OB as defined by fence and painted line.

Coyote Hills
- Hole 13 Optional drop zone exists across the brier pit for lost discs. Players may choose to proceed immediately to drop zone with penalty (throwing 3 from drop zone).

Kline’s Run
- Hole 10 - Creek (defined by flags) is OB.
- Hole 11 - Creek and across (defined by flags) is OB.
- Hole 12 - Creek (defined by flags) is OB.

Muddy Run
- Hole 16 - Optional drop zone (short tee pad #16) exists for lost discs. Players may choose to proceed immediately to drop zone with penalty (throwing 3 from drop zone).

Ship Rock:
- Hole 5 - Rock walls are 806.04 Relief Areas.
- Hole 6 - Beyond flagged line at parking lot is OB.
- Hole 13 - Beyond flagged line at creek embankment on right is OB. In the absence of flags, the water's edge is the OB line.
- Hole 16 - Beyond flagged line at creek embankment is OB.

New ground rules for Heritage Hills. This supersedes what is in the printed caddie book or the online caddie book. These will be available at hole 1 at Heritage Hills.

Heritage Hills

General: On or across all cart paths is OB except as noted. All pavement is OB. White stakes and beyond are OB. All water is OB. All putting greens are OB. Sand traps play as a hazard, play from your lie with a one-throw penalty.

- Hole 2: Cart path is OB. Both sides of the path are inbounds.
- Hole 4: Cart path is OB. Both sides of the path are inbounds. Flagged line past the target is OB.
- Hole 5 Islands of grass inside of sand traps are part of the sand trap. Play from lie with one throw penalty.
- Hole 6 Island green. Tee shots must come to rest on flagged green. Proceed to drop area with one throw penalty. Cart path on island is in bounds.
- Hole 7: Cart path and beyond is OB up to last post white/green post. OB line extends to the right from last post. Cart path is an OB river beyond last post.
- Hole 8 Cart path is OB. Both sides of the path are inbounds
- Hole 9: Cart path is OB. Both sides of the path are inbounds. Building near basket is OB. Take one meter relief.
- Hole 16: Tee shots must cross bottom cart path to be inbounds. Proceed to drop area if OB off the tee.
- Hole 17: Cart path is OB. Both sides of the path are inbounds Proceed to drop area if OB off the tee.
- Hole 18: Cart path is OB. Both sides of the path are inbounds. Dry rock stream beds are OB defined by edge of grass or flags. On or under wooden bridge is OB. There is a painted bushy grass area next to the pin. If your disc lands in that area you may play from your lie or proceed to the drop spot with no penalty.